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Abstract—This paper presents several aspects of Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks which have been an important
network phenomenon since the end of 1990s. A short introduction
to this topic is given here. DoS mechanisms, such as reflection
and amplification, are explained including example attacks. Also,
DNS fast flux as a technique for hiding command and control
communication (C&C) is described. A short overview of entropy
based DDoS detection is given, and an example method explained.
Certain methods for attack mitigation (most notably puzzles) are
explained, as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DDoS attacks have already become part of the Internet
landscape. Although unwanted part, there are currently no
signs that they will go away. As it is well known, the aim
of a DDoS is to stop or interrupt or slow down the operation
of an Internet server (most often a web server, but it can be an
e-mail, DNS, or other type of server). There are many ways
to inhibit the operation of a computer or a network service,
but Internet DoS attacks typically achieve that by depleting
resources.

DoS attacks are important because of the impact they
have on operation of companies that rely on Internet in their
communication with customers. The targets of DoS are not
only business companies but government and nongovernment
agencies, too.

The first distributed DoS (DDoS) attack was registered in
1999. The attacker used Trinoo tool to attack University of
Minnesota computer network [1]. Since then, the damages they
inflict to business operations have been constantly rising.

The size of DoS attacks that is seen on the Internet keeps
rising every year. In 2012, attacks of the size of 70 Gbps of
noisy traffic were seen. In 2013, the largest DoS attack was
300 Gbps. Early in 2014, the attack of 400 Gbps was reported.
In 2016, the attack launched by Mirai botnet surpassed 1 Tbps.

Criminal groups that extort money from business compa-
nies are often behind DDoS attacks. Companies have reported
losing up to $100000 (some even more) per downtime hour
during DoS attacks [2]. Companies often decide to pay crimi-
nals because the law procedure is slow and criminal groups are
often in different countries, which complicates the procedure.
There are also politically motivated attacks, which are often led
by cyber-terrorists or by countries in conflict. For an example
of politically motivated attack, see [3] about DoS attack in
Estonia in 2006.

Another purpose of DoS is that it can be used (and is
used more and more) to cover up traces of an intrusion - as
a distraction mechanism or, to explain in a more figurative
way, as a smoke shield. While security and IT officers of a
company deal with DoS, the attackers can more easily intrude
the company information system undetected.

Having in mind the protocol stack reference model (ISO
OSI), the attack can be realized at different levels of the
protocol stack.

II. DISTRIBUTED DOS
As already noted, there are many ways to produce denial

of service effect. Distributed DoS attacks are usually realized
either as:
• Bandwidth attacks attack on the availability of net-

work links to the server, or as
• Resource starvation attacks attack on the availability

of resources (e.g. memory) at the server.
Some well-known examples of resource starvation attacks

are:
• Sending XML documents with deeply nested schemes,

and
• Sending large number of packets that require crypto

operations, as those are usually resource intensive.
DoS attacks at network servers are usually realized in

a distributed manner (Distributed DoS, DDoS). Typically,
there is a large number of computers (thousands or tens of
thousands) that are connected to the Internet, and that take part
in the attack. The owners of computers are usually not aware
that their computers participate in the attack. The computers
(sometimes called zombies) are usually infected by malware
which installs DoS agents on them – thus they get under the
control of the attacker. These computers form a bot net, which
is controlled by the attacker.

The aim of attackers is to avoid tracing the IP address of the
command computer (and its owner) and special measures are
taken to hide the so called Command&Control communication
between bot net computers and the attacker.

A. Mathematical model of DDoS
In [4], authors model the system under SYN flood DDoS

attack as a two-dimensional queuing model with N servers, two
arrival processes and two service times of different distribution.
Both the arrival of regular request packets and the arrival of
attack packets are modeled as Poisson processes, but with
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different arrival rates λ1 and λ2. This is in accordance with the
prevalent view on properties of Internet traffic [5], [6]. At most
N half-open connections are allowed at one moment. Half-open
connection for a regular request packet is held for random time
which is exponentially distributed. The two arrival processes
are independent of each other and of holding times for half-
open connections. Based on these assumptions, DDoS is
modeled as two-dimensional embedded Markov chain. The
model allows calculation of security metrics such as:

• Connection loss probability, and
• Buffer occupancy percentage of half-open connections

for regular traffic.

B. DNS fast flux
Domain name system (DNS) fast flux is a technique that

attackers can use to hide the C&C center. There are two
variants of this technique: single and double fast flux. In
the single fast flux, a large set of addresses (hundreds or
thousands) is associated with a domain name. These addresses
are swapped in and out (for example in a round robin fashion)
with high frequency each set of assigned addresses is changed
after less than 5 minutes. The computer that connects to a web
server every 5 minutes will connect each time to a different
address.

In the double fast flux, the same is done as in the single
version, but this time with an authoritative name server respon-
sible for the entire DNS zone (containing multiple domains)
and not only with a single domain name, as in the single fast
flux. This time, the IP address of authoritative Name Server
is also changing constantly. This gives an additional layer of
protection to the attacker.

C. Reflection and amplification
Reflection is an important mechanism that is used by

certain DoS attacks. In that case, the attack traffic is sent to a
reflector that replies by sending messages to the source address
of received messages, which is falsified (spoofed), and points
incorrectly to the target of the attack. Thus, the reflected traffic
is directed to the target. Amplification is the effect that the
attacker tries to achieve: traffic to the target should be larger
than the traffic sent by attackers by some amplification factor.
Well-known reflected attacks are:

• Smurf (realized by sending Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) Echo Request -ping- with spoofed
source address to the broadcast address), Figure 1 and

• Fraggle (realized by sending User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) echo with spoofed source address to the broad-
cast address).

These two attacks presented a real threat in 1990s but
today, most of the networks are configured so as not to
be vulnerable to those two attacks (IP-directed broadcast is
disabled at routers).

D. DNS amplification attack
In this type of attack, the attacker uses publicly accessible

DNS servers to flood the target with DNS response traffic.
Members of the botnet send a large number of DNS name
lookup requests to the DNS server with spoofed source
address. Usually, DNS requests are for many names and
with the type ANY so that responses are larger and the

Figure 1. Smurf DDoS attack.

amplification factor is increased. The ANY type requires all
known information to be returned for the specified name. As
the response traffic originates from public DNS servers and as
it is legitimate data, it is hard to prevent it.

Variations of this attack can include attackers compromis-
ing the DNS server and adding large TXT RR records – to
increase the amplification factor. TXT RR allows arbitrary text
to be inserted in the DNS record. There are existing legitimate
large records, so this step is not necessary.

E. SYN Flood attack
This is one of the most frequent DoS attacks for several

years and probably the most investigated attack in scientific
publications. Boteanu and Fernandez call it Mother of all DoS
attacks [7]. In the course of the attack, attackers initiate a
large number of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) three-
way handshakes but do not actually complete them.

Thus, resources at the server that are allocated for con-
nection establishment and in normal case released when the
connection enters the active state (or is prematurely closed),
stay allocated, which leads to resource starvation. Upon re-
ceiving the SYN packet, the TCP server side enters the
SYNRECEIVED state and starts the timer with the duration
of typically 75 s [8].

The attack does not aim to overload the end hosts memory
but simply to exhaust the so-called backlog of half-open
connections associated with a port number. Backlog is a system
limit on a number of TCP Control Block (TCB) structures that
can be resident at any time [9]. To achieve the desired effect,
the attacker should send new barrage of connection requests
as soon as the attacked system starts to reclaim TCB blocks
allocated during the previous barrage. The frequency of attack
has to be adapted to the TCB reclamation timer. The greater
frequency increases the risk of detection without adding to the
effectiveness of the attack.
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F. Shrew attack
This is a low rate attack that uses attack stream of a square

waveform [10] with the following parameters: period T, burst
length L, peak rate R. It has the following properties [11]:
• R is enough to exceed link capacity in combination

with baseline traffic
• L is long enough to induce timeout (typically greater

than round trip time RTT)
• T is scaled in accordance with the minimum retrans-

mission timeout (RTO)
The logic behind the attack is to let TCP module detect that

the link is congested. After the initial attack burst, the TCP will
wait until the expiry of retransmission timeout. When it does
retransmit, it will collide with one of the subsequent attack
bursts. As a result, the TCP can experience very low (near
zero) throughput and connection close.

III. METHODS FOR DETECTION OF DDOS
There are two main classes of DoS attack detection meth-

ods: volume based and feature based.
• Feature-based methods rely on inspection of packet

headers.
• Volume-based methods monitor changes in traffic vol-

ume.
The attackers goal is to achieve DoS effect with as little

attack traffic as possible – in order to avoid detection. Having
that in mind, the importance of feature-based detection is
easier to understand. There are known advantages of feature-
based over volume-based methods in detection of small volume
attack traffic [12].

A. Entropy based detection
Among feature based methods, entropy has a very im-

portant place. It is obvious that network events, such as
DDoS attacks and port scans, change the randomness of
packets addresses and ports. The most important advantage
of entropy is its generality. An entropy based method can
detect a wide range of network traffic anomalies (including
DDoS attacks, but also flash crowds, and other types of events).
Ref [13] presents a comparison of the entropy based method
for detection of DDoS attacks and a custom tailored method
for detection of SYN Flood attacks [14]. The result of the
comparison is that with respect to detection performance, the
entropy based method comes close to custom tailored one in
detection of SYN Flood attacks, but on the other hand the
entropy based method can detect UDP DDoS as well, while
the custom tailored method is completely unusable in detection
of attacks other than SYN Flood.

Thus, the number of research papers that propose the use of
entropy is not small, and in the continuation, we will mention
some of them.

Authors experimented with the use of Shannon entropy
([15], [16], [13] and others):

H(Z) = −
N∑
i=1

p(zi)log(p(zi)), (1)

where p(zi) is probability that Z takes the value zi. The entropy
value is then normalized by the log (N), where N is the number
of distinct zi values that appear in the observed interval. All

logarithms are with the base 2, because the information is
represented in bits.

Shannon entropy has following properties:
• Nonnegativity

H(Z) ≥ 0,∀p(zi) ∈ [0, 1], (2)

• Symmetry

H(p(z1), p(z2), ...) = H(p(z2), p(z1), ...), (3)

• Maximality

H(p(z1), p(z2), ..., p(zn)) ≤ H(
1

n
,
1

n
, ...,

1

n
), (4)

• Additivity

H(x, y) = H(x) +H(y), (5)

if x and y independent variables.
Another entropy formula that is attractive to researchers is

Tsallis entropy [17]:

H(Z) =
1−

∑N
i=1 p

q
zi

q − 1
, (6)

the value of H is in the range (0, Hmax
q ), and

Hmax
q =

1−N1−q

q − 1
, (7)

Shannon entropy is extensive, while Tsallis is not – it
does not have the property of additivity. For q tending to 1,
Tsallis formula converges to Shannon. Tsallis has proposed
the formula for the investigation of the properties of systems
that exhibit fractal and long range dependent behavior. Accord-
ingly, the motivation for the use of Tsallis formula in detection
of network traffic anomalies is the well-established notion that
Internet traffic is self-similar and long range dependent. Those
properties have been discovered more than twenty years ago
[18], [19], [20]. Earlier view is that self-similarity is stronger
with the increase of network utilization [18]. More recent view
is that with a traffic increase, inter arrival process tends to
Poisson and packet sizes to be independent [5]. Also, it is
noted that on sub second time scales, network traffic can be
well represented by the Poisson model [6].

One of the early papers on the use of Tsallis entropy in
detection of DDoS is [21]. Tellenbach et al [22] have proposed
the use of Traffic Entropy Spectrum (TES) that is based on
the use of Tsallis entropy. In ref [23], performance of Tsallis
formula is compared to the one of Shannon formula. The
conclusion is that Tsallis formula can outperform Shannon in
detection of DDoS attacks, but that requires careful tuning of
Tsallis Q parameter and there is no universal Q value that
performs best in all detection scenarios.

Another generalization of Shannon entropy is Renyi en-
tropy. Renyi entropy is extensive, and for α tending to 1, it
converges to Shannon entropy.

H(Z) =
1

1− α
log

N∑
i=1

p(zi)
α, (8)

In refs [24], [25] and [26] authors have compared the
performance of those formulas. In [24], authors conclude that
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with respect to DoS detection, generalized entropy measures
outperform Shannon. In [25], authors conclude that generalized
entropies and feature-based distributions perform better than
Shannon entropy and counter-based methods. The important
conclusion of their research is that for successful detection of
different anomalies, a wide range of distributions should be
used.

To determine the extent of changes between observed and
assumed distributions, Kullback-Leibler divergence (K-L) can
be used [26]. The formula for K-L divergence is:

DKL(p, q) =

N∑
i=1

p(i)log(
p(i)

q(i)
, (9)

It is also used with the maximum entropy, the application
of which is proposed by some researchers, see [27], [28].

The change of randomness is not enough to certainly
indicate an attack. Some limitations of entropy are overcome
with the use of Kolmogorov complexity [29]. There is a known
problem with efficient calculation of Kolmogorov complexity,
which today prevents its use in online detection. As an alter-
native, researchers propose the use of Titchener (T-entropy)
[30].

The entropy is calculated on certain distributions of net-
work traffic parameters. Those distributions can be simple
(e.g. source and destination addresses/ports) or complex. The
most important complex distribution is a flow size distribution
(FSD). Flow is a sequence of packets exchanged between
two endpoints. The endpoints are defined with a 5-tuple
(SrcIp, SrcPort, DstIp, DstPort, Protocol) containing source
and destination addresses and ports, and the protocol used
for communication. In case of TCP, the flow corresponds to
TCP connection. In case of UDP, the flow is defined using
maximum allowed time between two consecutive packets in a
flow. A comparison on the usability of FSD versus distribution
of addresses is given in [31], where it is concluded that FSD
in certain scenarios outperforms simple packet distributions.

B. Change point detection
The detection method used in [13], [31], [23] assumes

that entropy time series are subject to change point detection
algorithm, more specifically CUSUM [32]. On the other hand,
the approach in [27] avoids the use of change point detection.

CUSUM is used in many application fields and it is based
on hypothesis testing. The input time series are independent
and identically distributed random variables that are bounded
by a finite value. Two hypotheses define distribution before
and after the change. The formulas used in [13], [31], [23] are
given here:

µn = β1yn + (1− β1)µn−1 (10)

dn = max {0, dn−1 + yn − (µn +K)} , d0 = 0 (11)

σ2
n = β2(yn − µn)2 + (1− β2)σ2

n−1, H = hσn (12)

If dn > H , a change is reported (gn = 1). Thus, H is
the decision threshold. µn is an estimation of average value of
time series yn. Counter dn accumulates deviations of yn from
µn that are greater than K. K is typically set to the half of the
minimum shift to be detected, here it is set to 0.3. β1 and β2
are EWMA adaptation factors - their values are 0.2 and 0.05
respectively. σn is an estimation of the standard deviation of
time series yn.

Figure 2. An example of the detection method.

C. The overall method of detection
As an example, the method of detection used in [13], [31],

[23] is presented in Figure 2. The traffic trace file is input to
the entropy calculation program. For the calculation of entropy,
sliding window of 1 s (10 sub-intervals of 0.1 seconds) is used.
The output of entropy calculation program is a file containing
entropy time series. In the next step, CUSUM is applied to
entropy time series for change point detection. The CUSUM
h parameter is iterated in the range [0, 20]. For each value,
detection is performed and true positive rate (TPR) and false
positive rate (FPR) are calculated and stored in a file. The file
is used in the last phase for the creation of receiver operating
curves (RoC).

The detector perfoemance can be further improved with the
use of Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy method, see [33].

D. The dataset problem
Basically, there are two options: simulations and analysis of

real traffic traces. The problem with the second one, which is
somehow more appealing for a scientist, is that the number of
existing traces available online is rather small and, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no existing labeled real network
trace that contains both baseline and DoS attack traffic. So,
researchers most often opt for two approaches:
• Simulations (ns2 [34], ns3 [35], omnet++ [36], etc.)

and
• Injection of artificial DoS traffic to real network traces.
The problem with simulations is, as always, how realistic

they are. The problem with injection, is (among other things),
that in such a trace is not visible the reaction of the target
server and other network subjects to the DoS i.e. the server
is less responsive to legitimate clients during the attack thus,
they repeat connection requests, etc.

Some of real datasets that are still used in research of DDoS
are outdated (e.g. [37]). For an overview of existing datasets,
see [38]. Another possibility are emulation testbeds, such as
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[39] and [40]. They integrate simulation and real systems,
using soft routers.

IV. THE REACTION TO DDOS - ATTACK MITIGATION

The defense mechanisms can be classified into response
mechanisms (primarily filtering, rate-limiting, and capability
methods) and tolerance mechanisms (congestion policing, fault
tolerance, and resource accounting). Tolerance mechanisms
do not rely on attack detection, but in some cases, they
are expensive and lead to inefficient use of overprovisioned
resources (the case of fault tolerance methods). For a more
comprehensive overview of defense mechanisms, see [41].

The first defense measure that has been applied by Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) and carriers (for years) has been
blackholing the target IP address. The router that has detected
a DoS attack will blackhole the target IP address. All traffic
destined to that address (normal and attack) will be discarded.
The goal of the attack is achieved completely but on the other
hand, other hosts in the network have been spared.

A more recent defense technique is based on the use of a
scrubbing center. The router that detects DoS attack reroutes
the traffic through the scrubbing center. The scrubbing center
is typically located in a cloud and it will remove attack packets
from the traffic. The problem with out-of-band scrubbing
centers is that re-routing decision is done by a human analyst.
Thus, there is time required for attack mitigation to take place.
A series of short attacks can evade the detector.

One of resource accounting mechanisms attempts to bal-
ance the workload between clients and servers by introducing
cryptographic puzzles, Figure 3. In that case, the client is re-
quired to solve the puzzle before the server allocates resources
to processing the clients request.

Figure 3 shows the order of messages in a system which
supports puzzles. Upon receiving the request from the client,
the protected server forwards the request to the puzzle genera-
tor. The puzzle generator generates a puzzle and sends it to the
client. When it solves the puzzle, the client sends the solution
to the puzzle generator, which checks the solution. Only when
the puzzle has been solved, the puzzle generator informs the
protected server, which continues the communication with the
client.

The puzzles use cryptographic mechanisms that make it
very hard for clients to avoid solving the puzzle. Even in
such a case, attackers that control large botnets are in a much
better position than legitimate clients and actually, the targeted
balance of workload between the server and the attacker is not
achieved.

A more promising approach is the use of guided tour
puzzles. The limiting factor in this case is not the clients
Central Processing Unit (CPU) power but the round trip time
of the network path, which the attacker cannot overcome by
multiplying CPU resources [42].

V. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the perspective of distributed denial
of service attacks. A short introduction is given, including
the motivation, size and historical beginnings of this network
phenomenon. Important mechanisms that are used by attackers
(reflection, amplification, hiding of command and control
communication) are described and examples are given. A short
overview of entropy based DDoS attack detection is provided

Figure 3. Message exchange in a system which supports puzzles.

as well as a description of certain attack mitigation techniques
(including scrubbing centers and puzzles).
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